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Dear Greg, 

ehen the cardx with the Xlvis spoof oar and I saw it was a spool, with nothing 
like thO Enquirer identified, I'd intended writing you but the return addreae was not 
legible. And would not have been had the concellation not been imposed upon it. was 
curious about the origin. 

If you write me and expect a reply, elease see to it that there is a legible 
return &tress because looking for those thinge ia more of a problem for me aometimes 
now. I've had suoceeefel bypass surgery feou which I'm somewhat weaker. 

On hearing from Art Kevin yesterday I was aeain reminded of the LA2D record which 
ae ' now recall says I solicited them to arrange- for me to get a speaking engagement to 
get me out there. It was Art who the Lein asked to phone me, giving him a number at which 
I should ehone them, you nay recall. 

Se I got to thinking about that again. I can t think of any work I wan at all 
ineereeted in doing in California then. 3o, I had n6 meson to want to be there. At 
that time I was trying to spend what em I could in New Orleans, I'm :lure. I was out 
there later that year, to make acme appear, ancee and wade no effort to contact the LAM. 
I can't think of any reasonI mould have enated to new, either. And as e nom recall I 
met Art several timee that last trip, which ended in Calif. election day, 196S. I'm sure 
Art also took me to the plane that dey, ehoe ' left for New 5rloane. That tart had nothing 
to do with the AFK matter. had apeeezeusee in the Bey area, LA, then San Diego, then 
back in LA, and then ' left for N.O. Whence I -emit to Dallas, then returned to N.O., then 
came hone. 

Not being able to think of any meson I would have wanted to go out theme in raid.-1968 
and knowinewhat I wanted to do elsewhere, there oust have been acme suggestion to me that 
the LOD for 9000 reasonwanted nee there and in reeponee I eeeleatined what was the fact, 
that I dice not and could not travel. unlade ' was making a paid appearance. 

An I've been reed eded of this in the past and thought about it the only thing I 
could recall for which I wanted to return to Calif. did not come up until my :ant trip 
out there, in October and November, 1968, which is sone months after the time I heard 
from the LARD about the ;ones Harris fabrication I'm sure I've explained to you. It was 
on that trip that I met Joan Hitchcock. She'd eke been one of JPK's lady friends and I was 
her guest when I was in SF that trip. We spent much tine tiling about her relationship 
with 02/K and decided that when e returned we'd do an oral history she'd out in a safe box 
for the future.(Shel e since died.) I don t recall what notee I made, if any, but e do have 
a picture of her and Paul Ile& I took outside her mansion hone which, as -.. now re calee  VOW 
on iletropolitan 'venue. 

So, in retrospect, I auspeot hat the LeeD was interested in creating records that 
it could use to make the critics look bad. I can't trunk of any other reason. But if you 
see any more on that matter I'd be interented. 

Jim sent so a copy of the decision in your case re ?BI nag and I've put it 
aside to geven to jam,  MoKnight so there is no need to sand a copy to him. 

Save a good year! 

Iiii 


